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3D PRODUCTION
ACTION EVENTS
CINEMA TECHNOLOGY
EVENT MODULE
ENTERTAINMENT
EYE-CATCHER
FORMULA 1
INFLATABLES
LASER SHOWS
SHOW TECHNOLOGY
SIMULATORS
SPECIAL EFFECTS
EVENT SERVICE
VIRTUAL REALITY
PROMOTION
SELLING & LEASING
AFTER SALES SERVICE
DEVELOPMENT & PRODUCTION
CROSS MEDIA PROGRAMMING
(Events - Presentation - Production - Leasing & Sales)

HOTEL 5D MOTION RIDE CINEMA - 3 D.O.F.

Modular upgradable Event 5D cinema with mobile dual seats
Features & Setup
 Modular upgradeable 5D Ride Station
 Moving dual-seat Motion Simulator with large
screen for 2 persons
 Functions via a coin box
 Films are selected at the push of a button
 Emergency-stop button between the seats stops
the seats moving, the Motion Seat moves back to
its original position, the films continues until the
end
 The visitor can take inexpensive 3D polarisation
glasses from a box and return them after the film
 Ideal for hotels as attractions in the entertainment
areas, in amusement arcades, etc.
 New films via the Internet and as required (also,
retrospectively)
 Film update & settings per remote maintenance
 Licence period of the films is at least 6 months
 Completely maintenance-free operation
 Individual maintenance agreements are available
 After sales service

Movie Start
 Coin-Box: Visitors pay with coins
 The visitor selects over 6 lighted buttons a movie
Titel list: Selection of 6 different movies, for example ...
 World of Dragons
 World of ice
 World of Wind
 Race on hummocks
 Race of beetles
 In the tomb of the Pharaohs

Operating Software
 Manual or Automatic Start
 Operation and monitoring seat
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Design Example for a fixed installation in a hotel
Important: The danger zone should be protected behind the seat during the show for other people
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Features & setup

 Seat lift: 30cm in 1 second
 Branding on the covers and outer area possible
 Room monitoring by means of infrared cameras, so that the supervising
staff can intervene in the event of an emergency and activate the emergency
stop switch
 Emergency stop button between the seats. Before every viewing, the visitors
are shown an intro film (text, sound and graphics) that explains how to press
the emergency stop button so that the seat stops moving and returns to its
original position

Optional
 Seat belts if required
 The sensors installed ensure that the Motion Seat is deactivated when the
visitor leaves the seat. The film is stopped within 5 seconds, the light goes on
and the viewing is stopped for safety reasons. Nobody may be in the room
whilst the film is showing; only on the Motion Seats in the simulation mode
when the film is showing.

Effects on the Motion Seat:
 Chair vibrates
 Feet are tickled via air blowers with air nozzles
 Neck is ticked via air blowers with air nozzles
 Hips are tickled via air blowers (side effect) with air nozzles
 Armrest blower
 Air bubbles (variable setting via the seat and the effect bar, air quantity can be
regulated proportionally)

Optional effects in the room:
 Wind (can be regulated proportionally)
 Fog effect (only if there is continuous and fast air circulation in the room)
 Aroma & odour effects (only if there is continuous and fast air circulation in
the room)
 Soap bubbles white (can be used in front of the visitors)
 Soap bubbles shine gold in UV light (can be used in front of the visitors)
 Falling snow, disappears completely (can be used in front of the visitors)
 Laser (can be combined well with fog)
 Lightening
 C0 2 effects (bright white, on request)

Films & advertising:
 New films via the Internet and as required (also, retrospectively)
 Film update & settings per remote maintenance
 Licence period of the films is at least 6 months
 Completely maintenance-free operation
 Individual maintenance agreements are available
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5D Hotel Motion Ride Event Cinema System
With passive 3D glasses (single use)
1x portable two-seater
1x 84 "passive 3D monitor
1x rack for monitors, servers and Coin Operated, connected to the two-seater
1x Server PC
1x Audio Installation
1x Coin unit
1000x 3D Glasses

5D Hotel Motion Ride Event Cinema System
With active 3D glasses (cleaning after use)
1x portable two-seater
1x 80 "active 3D Monitor
1x rack for monitors, servers and Coin Operated, connected to the two-seater
1x Server PC
1x Audio Installation
1x Coin unit
10x 3D Glasses
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